
SOFTWARE CONTROL DECLARATION 
The company accepting these terms (“host product manufacturer”) on the date of signature (“Effective Date”) is a customer of Digi 

International, at 11001 Bren Road East, Minnetonka, MN 55343, United States of America, (“Digi”), and declares to acknowledge and 

accept the following terms. 

1. Terminology. 
“Modular transmitter” hereafter refers to any of the Digi System-On-Modules containing a modular transmitter with any of the 

following FCC IDs: 

 FCC ID MCQ-CCIMX6UL 

 FCC ID MCQ-CCIMX6P 

“Host product” hereafter refers to any product by the host product manufacturer where the modular transmitter is integrated. 

2. Definition of parties and their responsibilities. 
Digi is the modular transmitter manufacturer and grantee of the applicable regulatory approvals for the modular transmitter. Digi 

tests and calibrates the modular transmitters before shipment. 

The host product manufacturer is the company responsible for integrating the modular transmitter into the host product and, by 

this Declaration, is subject to the terms of use and restrictions of the modular transmitter as provided hereunder. 

3. Declaration. 
The undersigned host product manufacturer declares that all host products referring to the FCC ID or IC certification number of the 

modular transmitter and placed on the market by the host product manufacturer fulfil all of the below mentioned requirements 

which correspond to the questions in FCC OET KDB 594280 D02: 

(1) The configuration of the modular transmitter when installed into the host product must be within the authorization of the 

modular transmitter at all times. 

(2) In particular, the worldwide board data file when requested and supplied by Digi through secure communication channels must 

only be used on products placed into the authorized regions of operation. Products including the worldwide board data file will not 

be operated or available either through direct or indirect channels on the US region. 

4. Audit. 
Upon request by Digi, the host product manufacturer will provide all necessary information and documentation in order to 

demonstrate how these above-listed requirements are met. 

Company: _________________________________ (host product manufacturer) 

Signature: _________________________________ 

Address: __________________________________ 

Name: _________________________________ 

Title: __________________________________ 

Date: __________________________________ 


